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Introduction  
 

1. CMRI was commissioned by the Friends of Canadian Broadcasting to forecast 
potential advertising revenues of the four main radio services of CBC/Radio Canada.  
CBC has requested that its licences be changed to allow advertising on its Radio 2 
and Espace Musique channels and could in future years seek the same for its other 
two radio services.  This brief report describes the methodology used to make this 
forecast as well as the results. Barry Kiefl prepared the report and his qualifications 
are set out in Schedule 1. 
 
The Methodology   
 

2. All of the data used in this analysis come from the CRTC’s Monitoring 
Report, which has become an invaluable tool for understanding the Canadian 
broadcasting system and projecting the effects of changes in the system.  
 

3. The latest CRTC revenue data at the time of the analysis for the private radio 
industry were obtained from the 2011 CRTC’s Monitoring Report. All but a tiny 
percentage of private radio revenue comes from advertising, thus these data are an 
excellent surrogate for private radio ad revenues.   
 

4. CMRI then obtained the CRTC’s analysis of audience listening hours and 
audience share of CBC and major private radio station groups from the CRTC’s 
Monitoring Report. For the purposes of this high-level analysis audience data from 
diary and PPM markets in 2010 were combined, as was the revenue from diary and 
meter markets.  
 

5. The revenue and audience data were then used to calculate the revenue 
generated per listening hour of all major English and French radio groups in 2010.  
This revenue index has been used by CMRI many times in the past and been 
published in industry periodicals such as Marketing Magazine1. The revenue per 
listening hour is a robust modeling instrument because it accounts for such factors as 
varying sell-out ratios, small-medium-large market variations and the index also 
averages differences in audience demographics across stations.  Most importantly, the 
index encompasses natural supply and demand forces in the advertising marketplace. 
However, because there are significant differences in English and French language ad 
rates, English and French markets were analyzed separately. 
 

6. CMRI then averaged the revenue per listening hour in private radio and using 
this average projected potential revenues of CBC/Radio Canada listening hours in 
2013-2015. 
 

7. Since there will likely be self-imposed restrictions on the amount and type of 
advertising CBC would sell and because CBC's audience skews older and is 

                                                
1 1 See, for example, “MuchCheaper,” by Barry Kiefl, Marketing Magazine, June 20, 2005. 
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considered not as valuable to advertisers,  it was assumed that CBC would generate 
only 60% of the private sector average revenue per hour.  It was assumed that CBC 
would improve its sales by 10% in the second and third year, bringing it closer to the 
private industry average. CMRI looked at various scenarios but believes that ads sales 
at 60% of the average private station is a reasonable expectation, perhaps 
conservative.  If CBC maintains its current audience levels, after two or three years 
CBC would likely sell its audience near the industry average. 
 
 

8. CMRI estimated total radio ad revenues in 2013 would be 2% higher than in 
2010 and assumed an annual increase of 2% in 2014 and 2015 and from this base 
calculated the impact of CBC commercialization on private radio groups, assuming 
that CBC revenues would be virtually all at the expense of private radio.  
 
 
The Analysis and Results 
 

9. The table below is taken from the 2011 CRTC Monitoring Report and shows 
the revenue of all major private radio station groups and total revenues for all English 
and French private radio in the years 2008 to 2010:  
 

 
 

10. As shown in the table total private radio revenues have hovered around $1.5-
$1.6 billion in recent years, the majority of which comes from English private radio 
($1.2-$1.3 billion).  The annual revenue of the station groups in Table 4.2.9 is the 
numerator used in the calculation of the revenue index. 
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11. The table below shows the average weekly listening hours for the same years 
2008 to 2010 for all major English and French private radio station groups, as per 
CRTC’s analysis in the 2011 CRTC Monitoring Report.  CMRI added the final 
column combining the PPM/diary data, which reveals that listening hours of all 
station groups declined somewhat with the introduction of the PPM:  
 

 
 
 

12. The average weekly listening hours shown in the Table 4.2.6 above is the 
denominator used in the calculation of the revenue index, as explained below.  The 
revenue index reveals how much a station sells its audience for in any given year. 
 

13. The next step in the forecasting exercise was to calculate the revenue index, 
i.e., the revenue generated per thousand listening hours of all major English and 
French radio groups in 2008 to 2010, which is shown below.  The index is the 
revenue of a given station group divided by the listening hours of that group:  
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14. For example, the revenue index for Astral English stations shown above was 
$4.36 in 2010.  This was calculated by dividing the Astral revenue in Table 4.2.9 by 
the listening hours in Table 4.2.6 ($216,768/ 49,748 hours=$4.36). Put in another 
way, Astral sold a thousand listening hours for $4.36 in 2010. 
 

15. In 2010 English radio stations owned by BCE sold their audience for more 
than any other station group, $5.36, almost twice as much as Corus French stations. 
Note that both English and French indexes increased in 2010, notably because while 
the PPM reported lower listening levels in metered markets, all station groups 
adjusted their rates to make up for lower reported audiences. As well, the effects of 
the 2008 recession were out of the market by 2010. 
 

16. Interestingly, the average revenue index for English stations is considerably 
higher than for French stations in all three years.  For example, in 2010 English 
stations generated $4.69 per thousand listening hours vs. $3.57 for French stations.  
The gap between private English and French stations has shrunk since 2008 but it is 
still significant.  Only Astral French stations had an index above $4.00 in 2010. Corus 
French stations had a revenue index of only $2.87 that same year. In our forecast of 
ad revenues we applied the average index of private English radio to CBC Radio 
audiences. We applied the average of private French station groups to the audiences 
of Radio Canada radio services.  Using the averages we would not exaggerate or 
underestimate what CBC revenues might be.   
 

17.  The final step in the forecast was to take the average revenue index for 
private radio stations and apply that index to the expected audience of CBC/Radio 
Canada.  The CRTC Monitoring Report provides a thorough analysis of CBC/Radio 
Canada radio audiences and all English and French AM and FM stations, which 
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allows one to calculate the listening hours of CBC radio. The relevant CRTC analyses 
are shown in an appendix.  In our forecast we assumed that CBC audiences would 
remain unchanged in the years 2013 to 2015, as they have in the past few years, 
according to CRTC reports.  It was also assumed that CBC would be able to adjust its 
ad rates in metered markets to counter lower reported listening levels, just as private 
stations have. Differences in diary and PPM data are a minor factor in a high-level 
analysis such as this and would have little effect on the results (results are essentially 
the same using only diary data from 2008 and 2009). CMRI estimated total industry 
ad revenue in 2013 and to account for inflation CMRI estimated revenues would 
increase at a rate of 2% in the years 2013 to 2015.   
 

18. As mentioned, CMRI assumed there will be self-imposed restrictions on the 
amount and type of advertising CBC would sell, at least initially.  For this reason and 
because CBC's audience skews older and is considered not as valuable to advertisers, 
it was assumed that CBC would generate only 60% of the private sector average 
revenue per listening hour.  It was assumed that CBC would improve its sales by 10% 
in the second and third year, bringing it closer to the private industry average in year 
three. The results of  the forecast are shown in the table below:  
 
 

 
 
 

19. CMRI estimates that Radio 2, if it sold ads at 60% of the average English 
private station, would generate $29.3 million in ad revenues by year three. Were 
Radio 1 ever to commercialize as well, it could generate as much as $142.7 million in 
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ad revenues after three years.  Espace Musique would generate in the order of $11.1 
million by 2015, while Premiere Chaine, were it to commercialize and sell ads 
initially at 60% of the average French private station, could generate as much as 
$36.4 million in year three.  CBC radio commands large audiences and therefore 
commercial revenue would be substantial, not far below the revenues of CBC’s main 
TV networks if it was allowed free rein in the market.  
  

20. The impact of CBC commercialization on private radio groups, assuming that 
CBC revenues would be almost entirely at the expense of private radio, would be 
significant.  New applicants invariably make the argument that they will expand the 
market and attract new advertisers but there is little proof of this in past experience. 
Specialty channels in TV, for example, have not only taken audience away from 
conventional networks, they have taken ad revenues as well2. CBC radio already has 
a large audience and CMRI estimates that by 2015 English private radio stations 
would lose as much as $172 million if CBC Radio 1 and 2 were to commercialize and 
French private radio stations would suffer loses as much as $47 million if both Radio 
Canada radio services were to commercialize. 
 
 
 
Barry Kiefl, 
President, CMRI 
November 27, 2012 

  
 
 
 
 

                                                
2 TVB data show that TV’s share of ad revenue is smaller today than 10 years ago.  TV has faced new 
competitors, especially the internet, which offsets efforts to grow the market: 
http://www.tvb.ca/pages/nav2_htm 
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Appendix:  CRTC Analysis of Radio Audiences 
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Schedule 1 

 
Barry Kiefl 

 
 Barry Kiefl is the president of Canadian Media Research Inc. (CMRI), an 
independent research company, established in 2001.  Mr. Kiefl was Research Director 
for the CBC from 1983-2001. While with the CBC, he was responsible for all 
research services for CBC English and French radio and TV, which established the 
successful strategies of CBC/Radio Canada in the 1980’s and 90’s. He has written 
numerous articles and spoken at many professional research conferences on the issues 
surrounding audience research and the electronic media.  He has conducted research 
for the CRTC, including a review of international trends in TV, a study of cable/DTH 
penetration vs. over-the-air television viewing and a study defining the meaning of 
‘audience success’.  He has been a speaker at the annual conventions of the Canadian 
Association of Broadcasters, the Canadian Cable Television Association, the Law 
Society of Upper Canada, BBM’s Annual Staying Tuned Conferences, the 
Advertising Research Foundation, the Professional Market Research Society and the 
Canadian Satellite Users’ Association.  Mr. Kiefl has been an expert witness in patent 
cases and has testified before the Copyright Board and other regulatory bodies. 
 
 Mr. Kiefl is an expert in all audience research methodologies, including 
surveys, market trials, content analyses, field experiments, focus groups and ‘diary’ 
and ‘people meter’ audience measurement systems. He was granted a patent for a 
PPM-like TV/radio audience measurement system by the U.S. Patent Office in 1995.  
The patent included the use of cellular technology to wirelessly collect research data. 
He has represented Canada on a number of international research projects, including 
the EBU’s “Toward Global Guidelines for Television Audience Research,” 1999, 
which he co-authored.  He was Technical Research Director of the Canadian 
Advertising Research Foundation from 1994-1999 and authored CARF’s “Research 
Guidelines for the Electronic Media in Canada,” March 1997.  He has been a member 
of the BBM Board of Directors and Nielsen’s Advisory Board. 
 


